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MINUTES
JOINT MEETING OF THE WASHINGTON NUCLEAR WASTE BOARD

AND THE NUCLEAR WASTE ADVISORY COUNCIL

OCTOBER 21, 1988
EFSEC HEARING ROOM
LACEY, WASHINGTON

Members present:
Warren Bishop, Chair
Curtis Eschels, EFSEC

Dr. William Funk
Rep. Dick Nelson
Rep. Nancy Rust

Richard Watson, Energy Office
Terry Frazee,DSHS
Ray Lasmanis, DNR

Terry Husseman, Ecology
Phyllis Clausen

Nancy Hovis
Russell Jim
Ken Miller
Sam Reed

Dr. Eugene Rosa
Robert Rose
Betty Shreve

Dr. Michael Spranger
Jim Worthington

1. Introductory Remarks

Warren Bishop called the meeting to order. He began by introducing the new members
to the Board and the Advisory Council. Mr. Terry Husseman, Assistant Director, was
designated as the Board representative of Department of Ecology Director, Christine
Gregoire. Mr. Husseman said that he was happy to resume his involvement with the
Board and Council and that he hoped to be continuously involved in the related issues.

Mr. Bishop introduced the two new members of the Advisory Council, Ms. Carolyn
Holmes and Mr. Robert Stilger. Neither of the two were able to attend the meeting
due to inclement flying conditions in Spokane.
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Dr. Rosa asked if the university researchers of the area were involved in the Center's
projects or had access to the work going on there. Dr. Braitman said that the Center
was very interested in enhancing the exchange of information with the universities.
She said agreements were being established between the center and five major
universities in the area.

Curt Eschels asked about the Center's relationship with Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Dr. Braitman said that Oak Ridge has the programmatic lead with
coordination taking place at the headquarters level.

Dr. Spranger asked about the setting of Center priorities on its current six projects.
Dr. Braitman said that priorities were being set at headquarters based on available
funding and the needs of the Environmental Restoration Programs. Terry Husseman
noted that the Board and Council should be given opportunities in the future to
comment on the establishment of these priorities.

Joint Washington-Oregon Position on 1990 Funding for Hanford Cleanup and a
National Framework for Cleanup of all Contaminated USDOE Sites

Mr. Curt Eschels began the discussion noting that the original Board resolution on
Hnaford Cleanup identified the need to maintain funding sufficient to allow Hanford
cleanup over a thirty year schedule. About 150 million dollars was needed for 1989 to
meet that schedule. Even though Washington and Oregon got a fairly late start in the
budgeting process, they were fairly successful in obtaining most of that money for
next year.

However, with the current realization that site cleanup among all USDOE facilities is
a national problem and that the associated proce tags for cleanup have been estimated
to total greater than 100 billion dollars, Washington and Oregon realize that a national
solution is required. He felt that the combined efforts of all affected states would
provide for more awareness of the problem and potentially the appropriation of
additional funds. Washington and Oregon were currently contacting other states who
would be willing to join together on the issue. The national solution should contain a
definitive schedule, a reliable funding source, an agreed upon regulatory framework,
and input from the states, tribes and the public.

Mr. Eschels then introduced Mr. Jeff Breckel who presented a proposed Nuclear Waste
Board Resolution to the Board (Copy attached). He noted that the Advisory Council
had recommended its adoption.

Representative Hankins asked why it was taking so long for the HWVP to be
established at Hanford when the Savannah River Vitrification Plant was nearly
complete and expected to make it easier to build the HWVP. Mr. Breckel said he
shared Rep. Hankins concerns but had no answers for the time delays.



Hanford Dose Reconstructlon Project

Warren Bishop introduced Dr. John Till, the chairman of the Technical Steering Panel
(TSP) for the dose reconstruction project. Dr. Till presented a series of slides dealing
with the project. He described how the technical review would take place, some of the
known radioiodine releases, the isotopes identified as of top concern at this point,
Washington state's preliminary dose estimates, the need to coordinate information with
the Thyroid Morbidity work of the CDC and other similiar studies that have gone on
in the past.

At the conclusion of his presentation, Dr. Till offered to work closely with the Board
and Council on this project. He then asked for any questions. Dr. Funk asked if the
results of a similar effort nearing completion in Utah were available. Dr. Till felt
that the results of that study should be available by the spring of 1989. Commissioner
Ken Miller asked how the TSP would deal with the large uncertainties that surround
some of the data that would be used. Dr. Till said that there was a great deal of
uncertainty associated with some of the information available but there are methods
to reduce and combine uncertainty so that it can be adequately incorporated into dose
estimates.

Mr. Sam Reed asked if the project was going to look extensively at other isotopes
besides, I-131 and potential doses to other organs. Dr. Till replied that all pathways of
significant exposure to any organ will be included. Rep. Louise Miller asked about
potential exposures of children through breastfeeding and how much information was
available on that particular pathway. Dr. Till said that there was soem quality
information available on that subject and that he would be sure to send that to Rep.
Miller. Mr. Ray Lasmanis asked about radon and how natural radioactive materials
would be evaluated. Dr. Till replied that although the method for reviewing potential
effects from naturally occurring materials had not been finalized, several discussions
had taken place on the subject and it would be addressed in the project: Senator
Benitz noted that public credibility was probably the biggest problem with the study
and the TSP should pay a great deal of attention to that issue.

Northwest Hazardous Waste RD&D Center

Warren Bishop called on Dr. J.L. Braitman of Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratories
to present information of the Center. Dr. Braitman discussed the evolution, objectives
and program strategy for the NWHW RD&D Center. She also presented the center's
current status and Fiscal Year 1989 planned focus (see attached document).

At the end of Dr. Braitman's presentation, Phyllis Clausen asked about the status of
experiments using incinerators. Dr. Braitman replied that incinerator work was in the
developmental stage and is not being funded at the N.W. Center for 1989.



Chairman Bishop asked what the best guess was for 1990 funding needs for Hanford
cleanup. Mr. Breckel said that he estimated 440 to 480 million dollars. Mr. Breckel
also noted the OMB guidance of a maximaum of a 3% increase in funding needs over
1989. And with at least 13 states requiring cleanup funds, there is a need to expand
the pot of money used to draw funds from.

Representative Nelson asked if USDOE was required to live wiht the restrictions of
the Gramm-Rudman legislation. Mr. Breckel said that USDOE must convince OMB
that they deserve a bigger slice of the total federal pie and that Hanford must get
more federal cleanup money. Mr. Breckel also noted the problem of getting priority to
Hanford issues with all the competing production and safety issues that exist on a
national basis.

With no further discussion, Chairman Bishop called for a vote on the resolution. The
resolution was unanimously passed.
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacitic Northwest Laboratory

)

Evolution of the NWHW RD&D Center

* Established by SARA; began operations in
early 1987

* SARA envisioned the Center would be jointly
funded by DOE and EPA; no funding to date
from EPA

)

.)
- FY87:

- FY88:

- FY89:

$1 015 M

$1.0 M

$3.2 M

)
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Lboratnrvl
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Center Objectives

* Develop and implement an R&D program that results in
lower cost, more timely and more permanent solutions
for restoration of the Hanford Site

* Transfer and adapt technology and insight to other
sites in the Northwest (.



Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboatr
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Program Strategy

* R&D Investments Lower Cost, More Timely,
) More Permanent

Environmental Restoration

* Partnerships
Hanford
Regulators
University/Industry Feasible, Timely,

Effective Strategy
* Health & Safety Based &
* Cost/Schedule Based

Investment Decisions

* FY89 Transition Year -- Hanford Focus-
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FY89 Transition Year

Past: * Trained, Knowledgeable PNL Team
* Northwest Regional Focus
* Technology Starts

(

Current:

Future:

* Hanford Compliance
* DOE/Hanford Focus
* Integration of R&D with Site Restoration Needs

* Hanford Environmental Restoration Technology
* Transfer and Adapt to Northwest Problems
* Visible, Effective, Recognized Center for Solving

Tough Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management Problems

(



Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratoy

FY89 Program

Support DOE Commitments to the State of Washington

)
-- SST Treatability Studies

-- Hanford Site Performance Assessment Program

-- Protective Barriers Development

-- Site Investigation Technologies

-- Biodestruction of Nitrates & Organics in Groundwater

-- Technology Planning & Integration



Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratorv-Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Summary -- Fiscal Year 1989

Focus on Known Hanford Site Needs

* Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study

* Technology Gaps

(



Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

NWHW RD&D Center - - Status

Focus in FY87 and FY88
- Understanding technology needs of the

Northwest Region
- Establishing working relationships with

Northwest representatives of federal and state
agencies, industries, and universities;
contributing to planning process and model
of operation

- Initiating projects that focus on Northwest
technology needs
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Center Status
(

* Knowledge of currently available technology
and technology needs
- Site characterization and assessment
- Waste treatment

* Understanding characteristics of the Northwest
CERCLIS and NPL sites (
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Technical Progress

) * Bench-scale testing of biodegradation process
- Targeted to groundwater containing nitrates

and organics; CCI4

- UW conducting kinetic studies

- Isolated microorganisms and established
operating parameters for pilot-scale operation

- Supported Environmental Restoration
Program; Bioreactor Development and Testing
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Technical Progress
* Catalytic destruction process for organics in aqueous (

solutions

- Targeted to liquid wastes containing organics
(<0.1 to 40 wt%)

- Used bench-scale batch and continuous system

- Operated at 300 to 4600C, 2000 to 5000 psig with
transition metal as a catalyst

- Resulted in 99% or greater destruction; hexone,
p-cresol, hexane, benzene, chloro-benzene,
and trichlorethylene
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Technical Progress

* Electrochemical oxidation of concentrated
organics

- Provides alternative to incineration

- Operates at ambient temperature and pressure

- Includes bench-scale testing; chlorinated
compounds (chlorobenzne, chloroform,
perchloro- and trichlorethylene), and hexone
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Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Technical Progress

* Optimal well placement

- Consists of computerized methodology
that optimally designs well networks
for remediation of groundwater

- Software validated and user friendly

R8810132.7 c



Northwest Center Pacific Northwest Laboratony

Center Objectives Will Be Achieved through:

* FOCUS: Hanford Site Needs
) -- Risk Drivers

-- Cost Drivers
-- Schedule Drivers
-- Operability/Feasibility
-- Technology Gaps

* PARTNERSHIP with Operator/Owner

) * Partnership/Collaboration with Regulators/Experts/Community

* SYNERGY
-- Other R&D
-- Other Remediation Programs
-- Waste Minimization Efforts
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Introductory Remarks

Chair Warren Bishop convened the meeting at 8:30 a.m. He announced that the governor had
appointed two new Council members, Robert Stilger and Carolyn Holmes, both of Spokane.
The two new members had hoped to attend the meeting but weather problems and illness
prevented it, he said. He noted that Aaron Katz was excused.

Next Meeting Dates

Bishop said the next meetings of the Council and Board have been tentatively scheduled for
Dec. 15 and 16. He asked Council members to notify him if they had any conflicts.

Minutes Approved

The Council approved the minutes for the Aug. 18-19, 1988, Council and Board meetings.

Report on Items In Folders and Latest Developments

Staff Director Max Power described the charts listing U.S. Department of Energy's efforts to
complete the Basalt Waste Isolation Project reclamation efforts. They indicate USDOE is
moving at or ahead of schedule, he said. Council member Russell Jim said the efforts to fill,
contour and revegetate the Near Surface Test Facility site is nearly complete. Revegetation will
have to wait until next fall, he said. Power added that the well borehole closures are in
compliance with state standards.

Power said a delegation of state and local officials, including Chair Bishop, went to Washington,
D.C., at the end of August to attempt to persuade USDOE to negotiate on settling the Payment
Equivalent to Taxes controversy. So far there has been no response to the visit or to letters
from the Congressional delegation and the Governor to the Secretary of Energy urging
negotiation. Bishop said he now expects USDOE not to make a decision on issuing a draft
regulation outlining PETT payment procedures until after a new national administration takes
office.

Power said correspondence included a draft report from the Oregon Nuclear Waste Advisory
Committee about nuclear waste transportation issues. The report's recommendations are
consistent with the work done by the State of Washington and the Pacific States committee, he
said.

A memo also is included from Technical Director Don Provost regarding the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant issues in New Mexico.

Regarding transportation issues, Power said the Pacific States Agreement Committee established
by the Oregon, Washington and Idaho Legislatures has developed a mutual aid agreement for
radioactive waste transportation problems. The committee also is in the process of developing a
model permit bill for transporting radioactive wastes. This model bill may be similar to
Oregon's law and may require the Washington and Idaho Legislatures to change state law
regarding radioactive waste transportation, he said. The committee also is seeking federal
funding of a pilot project to perform safety inspections on vehicles hauling radioactive wastes
in the Northwest. The pilot project would begin early in 1989.
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Council member Phyllis Clausen asked about the multi-state low level radioactive waste disposal
compacts. She inquired about the effect on the newly formed multi-state compacts of the
possible vote by Nebraska residents to withdraw from the Midwest Compact.

Power said Nebraska officials feel sentiment is about even on the issue. If Nebraska withdraws,
then other states which have disposal sites or are in compacts for operating a disposal site will
likely refuse to accept Nebraska's low level radioactive wastes. With the exception of Michigan,
efforts by the regional compacts to obtain disposal sites seem to be going well, he said.

Committee Assignments

Chair Bishop discussed proposed committee mission statements and committee assignments.
Council member Spranger asked to be switched from Transportation to the Defense Waste
Committee. He said he has a great interest in this area and is gathering materials on the issue.
He also is involved in planning a University of Washington symposium on defense wastes to be
held in April. He said he will be in South Carolina in February and would like to tour the
Savannah River nuclear facility to observe how that site is dealing with waste issues.

It was mutually agreed that Council member Nancy Hovis would be transferred to
Transportation and Spranger would take her place on the Defense Waste Committee.

Council member Sam Reed asked when and how frequently the committees will meet.

Bishop replied that the committees will probably meet during the months the Board and Council
doesn't meet if money is available. He will be meeting with the committee chairmen and will
propose the committees meet at least once between meetings of the Council and Board.

Reed said if committees are to be useful they must be able to respond to events in a reasonable
amount of time. He hopes committees could be flexible enough to hold other meetings if
necessary. He said he is finding increasing difficulty in keeping in touch with nuclear issues
and to be responsive to inquiries with the Board and Council only meeting every other month.
He still advocates more frequent meetings of the Board and Council.

Clausen agreed and said efforts should be made to find means to keep the Board and Council
informed on what's happening. She said she misses the frequent intercommunications among
Council members.

Power suggested that all three committees meet the same day perhaps sequentially so that
Council members can interact. The committees also could meet the Thursday afternoons before
the regular Board and Council meetings, he said. Power asked Council members to make
suggestions to him regarding committee meetings.

Reed suggested holding Council meetings around the state in conjunction with the planned
community meetings.

Council member Betty Shreve suggested mailing of action items to Council members so they
could comment immediately on issues which require immediate action.

Bishop said he will be meeting soon with the committee chairs to discuss meeting timing and
frequency. He hopes the committees can meet in November. Bishop also urged Council
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members to attend the meeting of the Hanford Environmental Dose Reconstruction Study
Technical Steering Panel to be held in Olympia Nov. 11 and 12.

Reed said he had heard a telephone call-in show on radio station KING in Seattle which
contained a number of inaccuracies about the effect of early day radiation releases from
Hanford.

Shreve asked if the Council's extensive mailing list is being used to let people know about the
TSP meeting. Bishop replied that our mailing list is being used along with a similar list of the
State of Oregon.

Spranger suggested an inexpensive way to get committees together to discuss an issue would be
to use the Washington Extension Agent offices satellite capability to arrange teleconferencing.

Council members discussed the mission statements of the committees and added some clarifying
language, including language providing for public involvement and educational activities. The
statements then were recommended to the Nuclear Waste Board for adoption.

Public Information Plan

Public Information and Involvement Manager Jerry Gilliland discussed the proposed public
information and involvement plan for 1989.

Many issues and events regarding nuclear waste are upcoming in the next year, Gilliland said.
The Board is directly involved in some of these issues and events and indirectly involved in
others. There is a real chance for public confusion. He recommended the Council's role be to
explain the overall Hanford nuclear waste picture and how specific issues fit into that picture.

The Council agreed to a 1989 program which will include:

- - Continuing issuance of a quarterly newsletter.

- - Sponsoring six public meetings around the state.

-- Issuance of additional fact sheets and focus papers.

- - Development of a new slide show and soliciting speaking engagements for Council
members.

- - Working with the news media.

- - Reviewing and commenting on documents.

-- Providing advice to federal and state agencies on public involvement issues.

- - Sponsoring and/or participating in forums and events regarding nuclear waste issues.

Shreve suggested it would be more effective for the staff to solicit speaking engagements for
Council members.
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Spranger suggested the staff arrange for a workshop to help Council members make better
presentations. He said the state Extension Service could help.

Shreve said an outline would be helpful for Council members when they speak. She said there
should be enough existing slides to put together a slide show. Gilliland said he thinks there
likely are enough slides.

Council member Jim Worthington said he is concerned that a slide show not be too broad. It
should be tailored to give an audience information in areas in which they have an interest.

Reed said people who have come to Board/Council informational meetings usually had some
specific concerns in which they were interested.

Clausen said opportunities to get involved in forums should whenever possible be brought to the
Council so priorities can be set on participation.

Reed had several suggestions, including updating of existing nuclear waste materials supplied to
libraries. Council member Shirley Tucker may have some suggestions, he said. He also
suggested using Council members to staff exhibits at fairs and also arranging for distribution of
printed materials at events and meetings. He asked if the news media is being kept current on
nuclear waste events and if the media is still interested.

Gilliland replied that news media interest in nuclear waste issues is cyclical. Interest was down
for awhile but now is growing.

Reed said the current news media interest should be used as a vehicle for educating the public
on nuclear waste issues.

Worthington said some opportunities for public education are being missed in working with the
news media.

Spranger said speaking requests should be funnelled to the staff to ensure coordination.

Shreve asked if a brief synopsis of activities of other nuclear waste-related organizations could
be prepared for Council members.

Council member Ken Miller noted that the state of Washington has pre-empted local
government control of hazardous waste disposal just like the federal government pre-empted
state control over nuclear waste disposal efforts.

Reed suggested the staff work with the USDOE to receive funding for state nuclear waste
informational activities. USDOE has no credibility with the public and should be willing to
provide funds for the state to provide information the public will believe.

Gilliland said there likely will be federal funding for the Dose Reconstruction Study public
information efforts and the Hanford cleanup public information activities but the federal
government had opposed paying for general oversight public information activities by the state.

Reed said the USDOE position might be changed with effort and there also might be
opportunities for joint efforts.
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Clausen cautioned that some joint activities might be appropriate but the state should maintain
its independence and credibility with the public.

University of Washington Symposium on Defense Waste

Spranger described the planned University of Washington symposium on defense wastes to be
held April 14 and 15 at the Seattle Center. He said the Council and Board should endorse and
sponsor the symposium.

Hanford Cleanup Funding

Defense Waste Committee Chair Curt Eschels described efforts to obtain additional funds for
Hanford waste cleanup activities. A national effort is needed to get funding for cleaning up all
USDOE sites. The governors of Oregon and Washington are contacting governors in other states
with USDOE sites in an effort to form an alliance to push for funding. The states'
congressional delegations also are working with delegations in other states.

Eschels said the effort is aimed at getting Congress to set a target to complete cleanup in 30
years and to provide a stable funding process for cleanup.

Council member Jim Worthington said it doesn't appear Washington has the clout in Congress to
make sure Hanford cleanup funding continues.

Eschels said the state's Congressional delegation had done well so far in obtaining funding but
there is a need to address the issue on the national level to insure continued funding.

Jim read a letter from the chairman of the Yakima Indian Nation Tribal Council supporting the
30-year Hanford cleanup schedule and the need for a national effort.

The Council recommended the adoption of a resolution proposed by Eschels describing actions
which should be taken to clean up Hanford wastes.

Joint Meeting of Oregon-Washington Nuclear Waste Boards

Power said efforts are continuing to set up a joint meeting of the Oregon and Washington
nuclear waste Boards and advisory Councils. A proposal for a Dec. 2 meeting in Portland was
not possible because of conflicting Washington legislative meetings. He said he hopes joint
meetings can be scheduled in early 1989.

Price-Anderson Legislation

Assistant Attorney General Charlie Roe said Congress has passed legislation extending the Price-
Anderson nuclear power plant liability limitation.

The Council adjourned at noon.
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